
From Spider Robots to Half Disk RobotsJ-D. Boissonnat O. Devillers S. LazardINRIA, BP 9306902 Sophia-Antipolis, FrancePhone : +33 93 65 77 77 { Fax : +33 93 65 76 43E-mail: lazard@sophia.inria.frAbstractWe study the problem of computing the set F of ac-cessible and stable placements of a spider robot. Thebody of this robot is a single point and the legs areline segments attached to the body. The robot canonly put its feet on some regions, called the footholdregions. Moreover, the robot is subject to two con-straints: Each leg has a maximal extension R (acces-sibility constraint) and the body of the robot must lieabove the convex hull of its feet (stability constraint).We present an e�cient algorithm to compute F . Ifthe foothold regions are polygons with n edges in to-tal, our algorithm computes F in O(n2 logn) time andO(n2�(n)) space where � is the inverse of the Acker-man's function. 
(n2) is a lower bound for the size ofF .1 IntroductionAlthough legged robots have already been studiedin robotics [9, 10], only a very few papers considerthe motion planning problem amidst obstacles [7, 6, 1,2]. In [7, 6] some heuristic approaches are describedwhile, in [1, 2] e�cient and provably correct geometricalgorithms are described for a restricted case, namely apoint robot (spider) and a �nite set of point footholds.Compared to the classic piano movers problem,legged robots introduce new types of constraints. Weassume that the environment is composed of areas ofthe plane, called foothold regions, where the robot cansafely put its legs. Then the legged robot must satisfytwo di�erent constraints: the accessibility and the sta-bility constraints. A placement (position of the bobyof the robot) is called accessible if the legs of the robotcan reach the footholds, and is called stable if the cen-ter of mass of the robot lies inside the interior of theconvex hull of its feet. A placement both feasible andstable is called admissible, and the set of admissibleplacements is clearly the relevant information for alegged robot : we call this set the free space.A �rst simple instance of a legged robot is the spi-der robot. The spider robot has been inspired by theAmbler, developped at Carnegie Mellon University [8].The body of the spider robot is a single point, allits legs are attached to the body and can reach anyfoothold at distance less than R from the body (seeFigure 1). The problem of the spider robot movingin an environment of point footholds has already been

Spider robot authorizedfootholdgroundFigure 1: The spider robotstudied in [2] but the method used cannot be gener-alized to more complex environment. This paper pro-poses a new method to compute the free space of thespider robot based on a transformation between thisproblem and the problem of a half-disk moving amidstobstacles. The algorithm is simpler than the one de-scribed in [2] and the method can be extended to thecase of polygonal foothold regions.Once the free space has been computed, it can beused to �nd trajectories and sequences of legs assign-ments as described in [1].The paper is organized as follows: Some notationsand results of [2] are recalled in the next section. Sec-tion 3 shows the transformation between the spiderrobot problem and the half-disk problem. We presentin Section 4 an algorithm that computes the free spaceof a spider robot for point footholds. The last sectionshows how the algorithm can be extended to polygonalfoothold regions.Due to the lack of space, some of the proofs areomitted and can be found in [3].2 Notations and previous resultsLet us introduce some notations: S is the set ofdiscrete footholds fs1; : : : ; sng. F and �(F ) denoterespectively the free space of the spider robot using asfootholds S and its boundary. Ci denotes the circleof radius R centered at si. A is the arrangement ofthe circles Ci for 1 � i � n. This arrangement has animportant geometric meaning in our problem and wewill express the complexity results in term of jAj, thesize of A. CH(E) denotes the interior of the convex



hull of a set E , C(E) the complementary of E and E theclosure of E .The algorithm described in [2] used extensively thearrangement A. In a cell � of A the set of footholdsthat can be reached by the robot is �xed, thus thepart of � that belongs to F is exactly the intersectionof � with the convex hull of the reachable footholds.Therefore the edges of �(F) are either circular arcsbelonging to A or portions of line segments joiningtwo footholds; moreover a vertex of �(F) which is theintersection of two straight line edges is a foothold (seeFigure 2). The complexity of F has been proved to bejFj = �(jAj) [2].
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Figure 2: An example of the free space of the spiderrobot.An algorithm based on the same basic idea as aboveis also presented in [2]. It uses sophisticated datastructures allowing the o�ine maintenance of convexhulls. Its time complexity is O(jAj logn).The algorithm described in this paper has the sametime complexity, only uses simple data structures andcan be extended to the case where the foothold regionsare polygons (see Section 5).3 From spider robot to half-disk robotTheorem 1 The spider robot does not admit a stableand accessible placement at point P if and only if thereexists a half-disk (of radius R) centered at P whichdoes not contain any foothold of S (see Figure 3).Proof: Easy (see Figure 3). 2The next theorem will establish the connection be-tween the free space of the spider robot and the freespace of a half-disk robot moving under translationand rotation amidst n point obstacles.De�nition 2 Let HD(P; �) be the open half-disk ofradius R centered at P (see Figure 4) de�ned by :� (x� xP )2 + (y � yP )2 < R2(x� xP ) sin � � (y � yP ) cos � < 0

PFigure 3: Situation without stable and accessibleplacement for the spider robot at point P .� xx0 PRFigure 4: HD(P; �)De�nition 3 Let us de�ne the half-disk robot at theposition (P; �) as HD(P; � + �). We de�ne the freespace L of the half-disk robot moving under translationand rotation amidst the obstacles of S as the set ofpositions (P; �) such that the robot (HD(P; �+�)) doesnot collide with any obstacle.Notice that L is de�ned in IR2 � S1 (where S1 =IR=2�ZZ). For simplicity, we will often identify S1 andthe interval [0; 2�] of IR and speak of the �-axis. Thisidenti�cation permits us to de�ne p==� the orthogonalprojection onto IR2.With our de�nition of a half-disk robot, we canrewrite Theorem 1 as:Theorem 4 F = C(p==�(L)), where L is the free spaceof the half-disk robot moving amidst the footholds con-sidered as point obstacles (that is s1; : : : ; sn).De�nition 5 8si 2 S (1 � i � n) let us de�ne:Hi = f(P; �) 2 IR2 � S1 = P 2 HD(si; �)g:Ci = Ci � S1Hi will be called the helicoidal volume centered atsi(see Figure 5). Ci is the cylinder in IR2 � S1 whosebasis is the circle Ci.Notice the typographical di�erence between the circleCi de�ned in IR2 and Ci de�ned in IR2 � S1The boundary of Hi is composed of a helicoidal sur-face and a cylindrical surface contained in Ci.



Figure 5: Helicoidal volume HiProposition 6 The free space of the half-disk robotmoving under translation and rotation amidst the ob-stacles s1; : : : ; sn is the complementary in IR2 � S1ofthe union of the n helicoidal volumes centered at thesi (1 � i � n): L = C( [1�i�nHi)Proof: If ��0 denotes the plane � = �0 of IR2 � S1,then: 8� 2 S1 L \�� = C( [1�i�nHD(si; �)) 2Let H be [1�i�nHi. Theorem 4 and Proposition 6give F in terms of H:Theorem 7 F = C(p==�(C(H))) where C denotes thecomplementary in IR2 or IR2 � S1.Remark 8 C(p==�(C(H))) is the projection (p==�) ofthe largest cylinder (whose axis is parallel to the �-axis) included in H (see Figure 6). The basis of thiscylinder is in fact F .4 Computation of FWe know that each arc of the boundary �(F) of F iseither a straight line segment belonging to a line join-ing two footholds or an arc of a circle Ci (of radius R
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C(p==�(C(E)))Figure 6: C(p==�(C(E)))centered at si). The circular arcs �(F) \Ci are com-puted �rst and linked together with the line segmentsin a second step.4.1 Computation of �(F) \ CiWe compute the contribution of each circle Ci to�(F) in turn. Let Ci0 be the torus Ci0 � S1 for somei0 2 f1; : : : ; ng. The natural parameters of Ci0 will bedenoted u and �. The portion Si0 of the boundary ofthe helicoidal volume Hi0 which is included in Ci0 isshown in dark grey in Figure 7Let Zi denotes the intersection Hi \ Ci0 . Figure 7shows an example of such a region Zi through the nat-ural parametrization.According to Theorem 7 and Remark 8, the largestvertical strip �i0 included in [i6=i0Zi[Si0 (ie. [iHi\Ci0) projects, along a direction parallel to the �-axis,onto the portion ofCi0 which contributes to the closureof F . The largest vertical strip �0i0 included in [i6=i0Zi(ie. [iHi \ Ci0) projects, along a direction parallel tothe �-axis, onto the portion of Ci0 which contributesto the interior of F . It follows that the contributionof Ci0 to �(F ) is the vertical projection onto Ci0 of thevertical strip �i0 n�0i0 (see Figure 9).The main problem is to compute the union of theregions Zi traced on Ci0 by the Hi in O(ki0 log ki0)time where ki0 is the number of helicoidal volumes Hiintersecting Ci0 . We distinguish three classes of regionsHi\Ci0 and we will compute the union of the regions ofeach class separately. The di�erent classes of regionsdepend on the distance between si and si0 . The ki0helicoidal volumes Hi that intersect Ci0 can be foundin O(ki0) time once the Delaunay triangulation of thefootholds has been computed [4].Consider a region Zi, which is the intersection ofHi and Ci0 and which satis�es p2R � jsi0 ; sij < 2R
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Figure 7: Intersection of Hi with Ci0 for jsi0 ; sij =p2R; �1 = �=4; �2 = �=2; �3 = 3�=4.(see Figure 8 and 7). The two curves correspondingto the upper and the lower part of the boundary ofsuch a region are separated by the line � = u + �2(proof omitted). So the union of the regions Zi can beobtained by computing separately the upper envelopeof the curves above � = u+ �2 and the lower envelope ofthe curves below this line. Because two of these curvesintersect at most once (proof omitted), the upper andlower envelopes can be computed in O(ki0 log ki0) timeand O(ki0�(ki0)) space where � is the pseudo inverseof the Ackerman's function [5]. The computation ofthe union of the regions Zi for R � jsi0 ; sij < p2Rand for 0 < jsi0 ; sij < R (see Figure 9) can be done ina similar way (proof omitted). The overall union of thethree partial unions of the three classes can be donein O(ki0�(ki0)) time because each envelope is a graphof a function of u and any arc of the �rst envelopeintersects any arc of the other at most once (proofomitted).Since A is the arrangement of the circles of radiusR centered at the footholds, jAj = Pni=1 ki. Theabove considerations yield an algorithm for comput-ing S1�i�n(�(F)\Ci) that is �(F)\A in O(jAj logn)time. Moreover, labelling an arc of �(F) either by i ifthe arc belongs to the circle Ci or by (i; j) if the arc

si0 �1�2�3 si �1 xFigure 8: De�nition of �1; �2 and �3 (0 < jsi0 ; sij <2R).belongs to the straight line segment [si; sj ], the labelsof each arc of �(F) \A can be found without increas-ing the complexity. An arc of �(F) \ A correspondsto a vertical strip �i0 n �0i0 . It is limited either by avertical line segment corresponding to some intersec-tion Ci0 \ Ci or by an intersection between two arcscorresponding to some intersection Ci0 \ [si; sj]. As-suming general position, there is no triple intersectionbetween the circles Ci and the straight line segments[si; sj], thus an end point of an arc of �(F)\A is eitheran intersection Ci0 \Ci or an intersection Ci0 \ [si; sj ].Hence the labels of the edges of �(F) adjacent to thearcs of �(F ) \ A can be found with no overcost dur-ing the construction. These considerations yield thefollowing theorem:Theorem 9 We can compute �(F )\A and the labelsof the edges of �(F ) adjacent to the arcs of �(F ) \ Ain O(jAj logn) time and O(jAj�(n)) space.4.2 Computation of the arcs of �(F) issuedfrom a footholdThe above section has shown how to compute allthe vertices of F wich are incident to at least one arcof circle. It remains to �nd the vertices of F incidentto two straight edges. Such vertices are known to befootholds of S (see Section 2), thus we are looking forall the footholds in �(F) and the labels of arcs of �(F )issued from each such foothold. Consider a footholdsi0 , and let CH be the interior of the convex hull of thefootholds contained in the disk D(si0 ; R). We assumeCH to be non empty, otherwise si0 62 �(F).� If si0 belongs to CH, then si0belongs to the inte-rior of F because si0 2 F and F is an open set.Hence in this case si0 62 �(F).
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:�i0 :�0i0Figure 9: Contribution of Ci0 to �(F) (0 < js1; si0 j <R, R � js2; si0 j < p2R, p2R � js3; si0 j < 2R).� If si0 is a vertex of CH, then in a neighborhoodof si0 , CH and F are identical: Suppose the spi-der robot put its legs on the vertices of CH thenthere exists a neighborhood V of si0 such that anyplacement of the spider robot in V \CH is admis-sible and any placement in V \�(CH) correspondto an unstable equilibrium of the spider robot.Let ki0 be the number of footholds contained in thediskD(si0 ; R). These footholds can be found in O(ki0)time once the Delaunay triangulation of the footholdshas been computed [4]. We can decide if si0 belongsto the interior of CH, or else, �nd the two vertices ofCH adjacent to si0 in O(ki0) time and space. As thesum of the ki for f1; : : : ; ng is the size of A, we havethe following theorem:Theorem 10 The footholds of �(F) (S \ �(F)) andthe labels of the arcs of �(F) issued from thesefootholds can be found in O(jAj) time and space.4.3 ConclusionTheorem 11 The free space of the spider robot can becomputed in O(jAj logn) time and O(jAj�(n)) space.Proof: omitted. 2

5 Generalization to polygonal footholdregionsNow we consider the case where the set of footholdsis no longer a set of points but a set S of polygonalregions. Clearly S is contained in the free space. LetF and Fs denote the free space of the spider robot us-ing as foothold regions the polygonal foothold regionsS and the boundary of S respectively. Suppose thespider robot admits an admissible placement outsideS with its legs inside some polygonal footholds ; thenthe placement remains admissible if it retracts its legson the boundary of these polygonal regions. HenceF = Fs [ S. We �rst show how to compute Fs.All we have done in Section 3 remains valid if thefoothold regions are line segments provided that CiHi and A are replaced by ECi, EHi and EA. If theenvironment consists of a set of n segments ei (theedges of the polygons) then we de�ne the generalizedcircle ECi and the generalized helicoidal volume EHias (see Figures 10 and 11):ECi = fP 2 IR2 = jP; sj = R; s 2 eigEHi = f(P; �) 2 IR2 � S1 = P 2 HD(s; �); s 2 eig:eiFigure 10: ECi �0eiFigure 11: EHi \P�0EA is the arrangement of the n generalized circlesECi. Notice that jEAj = �(n2).



An edge ofFs corresponding to an accessibility limitof the spider robot is an arc of an generalized circle ECi(1 � i � n). By arguments similar to those used inthe proof of Theorem 9, we obtain :Theorem 12 We can compute �(Fs) \ EA and thelabels of the edges of �(Fs) adjacent to the arcs of�(Fs) \ EA in O(jEAj logn) time and O(jEAj�(n))space.The arcs of �(Fs) corresponding to an unstableequilibriumof the spider robot are the 2-contact curvesdrawn by the midpoint of a ladder, of length 2R, mov-ing amidst the foothold regions, considered as obsta-cles. In the case where the footholds are points, the2-contact curves are straight line segments. Whenthe foothold regions are straight line segments the 2-contact curves of the ladder are either straight linesegments, arcs of ellipses or arcs of conchoid (see Fig-ure 12). We can compute the 2-contact arcs of aladder moving under translation and rotation amidststraight line segment obstacles in O(jEAj logn) timeand O(jEAj) space (see [11]) and we can determine inconstant time, for each arc, the portion that actuallycorresponds to a stability limit of the spider robot.Thus we can compute the boundary of the free spaceof the spider robot in the case where the foothold re-gions are n line segments in O(jEAj logn) time andO(jEAj�(n)) space. Arc of ellipseR RLadderei ej
RArc of conchoid eiejFigure 12: Arc of ellipse and conchoid as limit of sta-bilityAs we have seen above, adding the interior of the

polygons to Fs gives the whole free space F of thespider robot moving on these polygons. This does notincrease the geometric complexity of the free space northe complexity of the computation. Thus we have thefollowing theorem:Theorem 13 Given a set of polygonal foothold re-gions with n edges in total, we can compute the freespace F of the spider robot in O(jEAj logn) time andO(jEAj�(n)) space, where � is the pseudo inverse ofthe Ackerman's function.This result is almost optimal since, as shown in [2],
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